AI for Business
Workshop with eCraft
For whom is this workshop for:
This workshop is intended for companies who believe that there is a significant
opportunity for applying AI in your business, in order to improve your core
operations, customer experience, and internal decision-making.

Result:
As result of the workshop, you will increase your level of understanding, and
get a prioritized roadmap proposal for leveraging AI in your business.

Process:
Preparations: 1 Hour
Planning meeting between your
business owner and eCraft
eCraft familiarizes themselves with your
business
Workshop: 2-3 hours
Agenda:
▪ Introductions, goals and expectations
▪ Training: AI in business

▪ Workshop: identifying and concepting
opportunities in your business
▪ Conclusions and next steps
Participants:
▪

3-10 key stakeholders

▪

2 eCraft consultants

Review: 1 hour

About eCraft:
We are an award-winning digitalization partner of our customers and
named as the Digitalization Partner of the year by Microsoft Finland. For
twenty years, we have been delivering digital solutions that help build
competitive advantage for our customers. We create business solutions of
tomorrow to support our customers’ needs in data & AI, business
applications and modern work.

About our AI experts:
eCraft is a recognized AI leader in Finland, with countless operational
production solutions delivered across multiple industries and public
sector. As AI practitioners, we are not researchers – we are seasoned
problem solvers, with a passion for your bottom line. Instead of
reinventing the wheels, we use ready-made platforms, assets and
methodologies to help you win with AI. We can help you in everything you
need in AI, from strategic advisory and proofs-of-value all the way to
operational production solutions and continuous services.
Our experts include some of the most recognized AI practitioners in
Finland, with vast experience in implementing AI together with many of
the most well-known brands and businesses in the Nordics.
Contact:
Tommi Vilkamo
Head of AI/ML, eCraft | part of Fellowmind
tommi.vilkamo@ecraft.com
+358 50 486 0707

Proposed AI roadmap, with spearhead
solutions and cost estimates

Workshop price:
2 250 € + VAT
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